
SoloProtect ID is designed for use across a wide range of lone worker applications to help staff 

reduce the risk they face, whether that be environmental, health related or potentially threatening 

situations. It is GPS enabled and made to look and feel like a standard identification card holder 

which is discreet to use and not an overt communication device.  
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Key Features

Professional emergency monitoring along with key device safety features is what truly sets SoloProtect 

apart. Only highly trained emergency dispatchers monitor SoloProtect devices. These operators are 

available 24/7, field only emergency calls and are Advanced Emergency Medical Dispatch trained. All calls 

are recorded and archived and made available as needed.  

Designed to look like an ID holder for discreet activation

Built in accelerometer detects non-movement, sudden impact and slip and falls

Device offers one and two-way voice communication to emergency dispatch center.

What Really Sets SoloProtect ID Apart?



A key differentiator of SoloProtect devices is the Status Check Function. This allows users to pre-record a 30 second voice message in order 

to provide important contextual information including exact location such as building, floor and unit number as well as any known or 

perceived risks. For example, imagine how difficult it may be to find a user in a large complex or multi-story building with only GPS to rely 

on. In many situations, GPS alone is simply not enough. Emergency operators access a user's most recent status check message only when 

a subsequent Red Alert is raised. Red Alerts opens a one-way voice channel so workers feeling at risk are discreetly monitored. 
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Our technology is designed for use as part of a lone worker's dynamic risk assessment and encourages users to be more situationally aware. The 

SoloProtect ID can be worn via lanyard, clip, armband or belt. It is discreet and always close at hand. The device connects to emergency operators 

via the mobile network. 

How SoloProtect Makes Working Alone Safer
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Verifies device battery life and signal strength

Allows user to record a 30 second message providing location and other individual status information 

Initiates a discreet one-way call with an emergency operator who silently listens in to the situation

Initiates a Red Alert if device is pulled from user's neck when worn via lanyard

Upon Red Alert the device will emit a heartbeat like vibration to assure the user they are connected

Why is Status Check So Important to a User's Safety?

Other Key Features
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